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Cellular Telephony

 Characterized by

 High mobility provision

 Wide-range

 Two-way tetherless voice communication

 Handoff and roaming support

 Integrated with sophisticated public switched 

telephone network (PSTN)

 High transmit power requires at the handsets 

(~2W)
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Cellular Telephony Systems

 Mobile users and handsets

 Very complex circuitry and design

 Base stations

 Provides gateway functionality between wireless 

and wireline links

 ~1 million dollar

 Mobile switching centers

 Connect cellular system to the terrestrial 

telephone network



Basic Concept

 Cellular system developed to provide mobile 

telephony:  telephone access “anytime, 

anywhere.”

 First mobile telephone system was developed 

and inaugurated in the U.S. in 1945 in St. Louis, 

MO.

 This was a simplified version of the system used 

today.



System Architecture

 A base station provides coverage 
(communication capabilities) to users on mobile 
phones within its coverage area.

 Users outside the coverage area 
receive/transmit signals with too low amplitude 
for reliable communications.

 Users within the coverage area transmit and 
receive signals from the base station.  

 The base station itself is connected to the wired 
telephone network. 



First Mobile Telephone System
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Problem with Original Design

 Original mobile telephone system could only 

support a handful of users at a time…over an 

entire city!

 With only one high power base station, users 

phones also needed to be able to transmit at 

high powers (to reliably transmit signals to the 

distant base station).

 Car phones were therefore much more feasible 

than handheld phones, e.g., police car phones.



Improved Design

 Over the next few decades, researchers at 

AT&T Bell Labs developed the core ideas for 

today’s cellular systems.

 Although these core ideas existed since the 

60’s, it was not until the 80’s that electronic 

equipment became available to realize a cellular 

system.

 In the mid 80’s the first generation of cellular 

systems was developed and deployed.



The Core Idea: Cellular Concept

 The core idea that led to today’s system was the 

cellular concept.

 The cellular concept:  multiple lower-power 

base stations that service mobile users within 

their coverage area and handoff users to 

neighboring base stations as users move.  

Together base stations tessellate the system 

coverage area.



Cellular Concept

 Thus, instead of one base station covering an 

entire city, the city was broken up into cells, or 

smaller coverage areas.

 Each of these smaller coverage areas had its 

own lower-power base station.

 User phones in one cell communicate with the 

base station in that cell.



3 Core Principles

 Small cells tessellate overall coverage area.

 Users handoff as they move from one cell to 

another.

 Frequency reuse.



Tessellation

 Some group of small regions tessellate a large 

region if they over the large region without any 

gaps or overlaps.

 There are only three regular polygons that 

tessellate any given region.



Tessellation (Cont’d)

 Three regular polygons that always tessellate:

 Equilateral triangle

 Square

 Regular Hexagon

Triangles
Squares

Hexagons



Circular Coverage Areas

 Original cellular system was developed 

assuming base station antennas are 

omnidirectional, i.e., they transmit in all 

directions equally.

Users located outside

some distance to the

base station receive 

weak signals.

Result: base station has

circular coverage

area.



Circles Don’t Tessellate

 Thus, ideally base stations have identical, 

circular coverage areas.

 Problem:  Circles do not tessellate.

 The most circular of the regular polygons that 

tessellate is the hexagon.

 Thus, early researchers started using hexagons 

to represent the coverage area of a base station, 

i.e., a cell.



Thus the Name Cellular

 With hexagonal coverage area, a cellular 

network is drawn as:

 Since the network resembles cells from a 

honeycomb, the name cellular was used to 

describe the resulting mobile telephone network.

Base

Station



Frequency Reuse

 Extensive frequency reuse allows for many 

users to be supported at the same time.

 Total spectrum allocated to the service provider 

is broken up into smaller bands.

 A cell is assigned one of these bands.  This 

means all communications (transmissions to and 

from users) in this cell occur over these 

frequencies only.



Frequency Reuse (Cont’d)

 Neighboring cells are assigned a different 
frequency band.

 This ensures that nearby transmissions do not 
interfere with each other.

 The same frequency band is reused in another 
cell that is far away.  This large distance limits 
the interference caused by this co-frequency 
cell.

 More on frequency reuse a bit later.



Example of Frequency Reuse

Cells using the same frequencies











Handoffs

 A crucial component of the cellular concept is 

the notion of handoffs.

 Mobile phone users are by definition mobile, i.e., 

they move around while using the phone.

 Thus, the network should be able to give them 

continuous access as they move.

 This is not a problem when users move within 

the same cell.

 When they move from one cell to another, a 

handoff is needed.



A Handoff

 A user is transmitting and receiving signals from

a given base station, say B1.

 Assume the user moves from the coverage area

of one base station into the coverage area of a

second base station, B2.

 B1 notices that the signal from this user is

degrading.

 B2 notices that the signal from this user is

improving.



A Handoff (Cont’d)

 At some point, the user’s signal is weak enough 

at B1 and strong enough at B2 for a handoff to 

occur.

 Specifically, messages are exchanged between 

the user, B1, and B2 so that communication 

to/from the user is transferred from B1 to B2. 









How to made a call





Timing diagram illustrating how a call to a mobile user 

initiated by a landline subscriber is established



Timing diagram illustrating how a call initiated by a 

mobile is established.





Major Mobile Radio Standards 

USA

Standard Type Year 

Intro

Multiple

Access

Frequency 

Band

(MHz)

Modulation Channel 

BW

(KHz)

AMPS Cellular 1983 FDMA 824-894 FM 30

USDC Cellular 1991 TDMA 824-894 DQPSK 30

CDPD Cellular 1993 FH/Packet 824-894 GMSK 30

IS-95 Cellular/PCS 1993 CDMA 824-894

1800-2000

QPSK/BPSK 1250

FLEX Paging 1993 Simplex Several 4-FSK 15

DCS-1900 

(GSM)

PCS 1994 TDMA 1850-1990 GMSK 200

PACS Cordless/PCS 1994 TDMA/FDMA 1850-1990 DQPSK 300



Major Mobile Radio Standards -

Europe
Standard Type Year 

Intro

Multiple

Access

Frequency Band

(MHz)

Modulation Channel 

BW

(KHz)

ETACS Cellular 1985 FDMA 900 FM 25

NMT-900 Cellular 1986 FDMA 890-960 FM 12.5

GSM Cellular/PCS 1990 TDMA 890-960 GMSK 200KHz

C-450 Cellular 1985 FDMA 450-465 FM 20-10

ERMES Paging 1993 FDMA4 Several 4-FSK 25

CT2 Cordless 1989 FDMA 864-868 GFSK 100

DECT Cordless 1993 TDMA 1880-1900 GFSK 1728

DCS-1800 Cordless/PCS 1993 TDMA 1710-1880 GMSK 200



Cellular Networks

 First Generation
 Analog Systems

 Analog Modulation, mostly FM 

 AMPS

 Voice Traffic

 FDMA/FDD multiple access

 Second Generation (2G)
 Digital Systems

 Digital Modulation

 Voice Traffic

 TDMA/FDD and CDMA/FDD multiple access

 2.5G
 Digital Systems

 Voice + Low-datarate Data 

 Third Generation
 Digital

 Voice + High-datarate Data 

 Multimedia Transmission also



2G Technologies
cdmaOne (IS-95) GSM, DCS-1900 IS-54/IS-136

PDC

Uplink Frequencies (MHz) 824-849 (Cellular)

1850-1910 (US PCS)

890-915 MHz (Eurpe)

1850-1910 (US PCS)

800 MHz, 1500 Mhz 

(Japan)

1850-1910 (US PCS)

Downlink Frequencies 869-894 MHz (US Cellular)

1930-1990 MHz (US PCS)

935-960  (Europa)

1930-1990 (US PCS)

869-894 MHz (Cellular)

1930-1990 (US PCS)

800 MHz, 1500 MHz 

(Japan)

Deplexing FDD FDD FDD

Multiple Access CDMA TDMA TDMA

Modulation BPSK with Quadrature 

Spreading

GMSK with BT=0.3 p/4 DQPSK

Carrier Seperation 1.25 MHz 200 KHz 30 KHz (IS-136)

(25 KHz PDC)

Channel Data Rate 1.2288 Mchips/sec 270.833 Kbps 48.6 Kbps (IS-136)

42 Kbps (PDC)

Voice Channels per 

carrier

64 8 3

Speech Coding CELP at 13Kbps

EVRC at 8Kbps

RPE-LTP at 13 Kbps VSELP at 7.95 Kbps



2G and Data

 2G is developed for voice communications

 You can send data over 2G channels by

using modem

 Provides a data rates in the order of ~9.6

Kbps

 Increased data rates are requires for internet

application

 This requires evolution towards new systems:

2.5 G



2.5 Technologies 

 Evolution of TDMA Systems

 HSCSD for 2.5G GSM
 Up to 57.6 Kbps data-rate

 GPRS for GSM and IS-136
 Up to 171.2 Kbps data-rate

 EDGE for 2.5G GSM and IS-136
 Up to 384 Kbps data-rate

 Evolution of CDMA Systems

 IS-95B
 Up to 64 Kbps



3G Systems

 Goals

 Voice and Data Transmission

 Simultanous voice and data access

 Multi-megabit Internet access

 Interactive web sessions

 Voice-activated calls

 Multimedia Content

 Live music



3G Systems

 Evolution of Systems
 CDMA sysystem evaolved to CDMA2000

 CDMA2000-1xRTT: Upto 307 Kbps

 CDMA2000-1xEV:

 CDMA2000-1xEVDO: upto 2.4 Mbps

 CDMA2000-1xEVDV: 144 Kbps datarate

 GSM, IS-136 and PDC evolved to W-CDMA (Wideband 
CDMA) (also called UMTS) 

 Up to 2.048 Mbps data-rates

 Future systems 8Mbps

 Expected to be fully deployed by 2010-2015

 New spectrum is allocated for these technologies



Interest to 3G Applications

Western               Eastern                   USA 

Europe                 Europe 

Emails 4.5 4.7 4.3 

City maps/directions 4.3 4.2 4.2 

Latest news 4.0 4.4 4.0 

Authorize/enable payment       3.4 3.8 3.0 

Banking/trading online 3.5 3.4 3.2 

Downloading music 3.1 3.4 3.2 

Shopping/reservation 3.0 3.1 2.9 

Animated images 2.4 2.7 2.6 

Chat rooms, forums 2.3 2.9 2.2 

Interactive games 2.0 2.2 2.4 

Games for money 1.8 1.8 1.8 

(Means based upon a six-point interest scale,  where 6 indicates high interest and 1 indicates low interest.)



Upgrade Paths for 2G Technologies

IS-136

PDC
GSMIS-95

IS-95B HSCSD

GPRS

EDGE

W-CDMA
EDGE

TD-SCDMA

cdma200-1xRTT

cdma2000-1xEV,DV,DO

cdma200-3xRTT

2G

2.5G

3G


